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Fintech Solution

The rise of Fintech in the last few years has disrupted the banking & 
financial services sector. Winjit's solutions leverage technology to lower 
entry barriers in financial industries like Banking, Loan Management, 
Insurance, etc. Our products have become a benchmark of the new 
standards that have set new generation of use cases. Some of our  
products include:

E- Procurement Portal

Lease Management System

Microfinance Module

Import Shipping

Vehicle Maintenance System

Time Tracking Solution
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Fintech Solution



Seamless integration with Sage Procurement model

Simplifies Complex Tendering Process

Manages Rotational Suppliers

Incorporates corporate governance principle

Technical & Financial Evaluation can be handled separately
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E- Procurement Portal



Automated Contract Generation

Automated Rental Management

Monthly collection of rentals & invoice

Available for short term vehicle rental solution
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Lease Management System



Digital wallets for micro-finance & co-operative society

Supports P2P lending

Solution can also be deployed on Blockchain

Facilitates welfare programs like insurance & funeral schemes
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Microfinance Module



A comprehensive automated module.

Calculates cost based on volume, size and weight of the shipment at 
the port of landing

Creates Tender Reports

Shipments can be traced easily
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Import Shipping



An end to end module for vehicle maintenance & servicing

Advanced job card management

Parts management, warranty tracking and service reminders

Accommodates vehicles of different types & make
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Vehicle Maintenance System



Automated time capture for multiple jobs

Supports personnel for time log

Signature capture

Integration with billing system

Support for offline mode
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Time Tracking Solution



The world is rapidly moving from mobile first to mobile only. Winjit’s Sage 
offerings complement the mobile extensions that provide information on 
the go and facilitate quicker decision making. Winjit Enterprise Mobility 
framework enables firms to rapidly deploy smart solutions across 
multiple forms of mobility like Smartphones, Tablets & Wearables. Some 
of our products include :

Incident Management 

Area Manager 

IoT
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Enterprise Mobility 



Records real time data based on auto sync

Allows users to post update on incident like a chat interface

Take action on incident

User can use #Hashtag in incident updates and current top trends on 

Top trends on CRM  to quickly navigate high priority incidents
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Incident Management 



Inspection tool to monitor and maintain multiple stores

Create separate checklists dependent on store brand and type

Easy to use back-end interface to customize checklists as per 
requirement

Enables real time reporting, staff performance report and training 
material/collateral
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Area Manager 



Winjit IoT Gateway Device Management. 

Offers an Edge level computing

Built on open API architecture

Smart, Secure & Scalable IoT Solution

Below is the case study of how we have helped the taxi industry with 
our connected car IoT application.
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IoT



Interactive Chatbots - Applets like chat messengers and 
other digital media are built on conversational platform to 
facilitate new age alternative interface for click navigation, 
keyword search and structured phrase matching. 

Knowledge Exploration & Linguistics Analysis - Building 
an indexed knowledge repository that provides elastic search 
and scalable linguistics analysis to map to facilitate language 
translations.

Cognitive Services - Integration of vision, speech, language, 
knowledge and search functionalities to enable natural and 
contextual interaction tools that augment users’ experiences.

Natural language Processing - Applying NLP techniques 
that include deep learning, pattern matching, syntax driven 
parsing, case frame instantiation with summarizer and key word 
tag.

Tools to Sentimental Analysis - Advanced analytics that 
measure the weight of emotions, opinion and belief of a 
particular statement with cognitive based applications.

Machine  Vision & Image Processing - Applying advanced 
digital image processing and mapping with blob and hotspot 
detection thereby facilitating high end fault detection and 
automation process.
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Arificial Intelligence



Chat Bots - A Bot is an AI-fuelled 
system that simulates human 
conversation, or chat to run 
automated tasks (scripts). Typically, 
bots perform tasks that are both 
simple and structurally repetitive, at 
a much higher rate than would be 
possible for a human alone.

Winjit Bot Plus framework
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How Does It work? 

The modern day bots utilize AI learning to develop more intelligent and 
more intuitive systems. Conversations will replace GUI as the dominant 
user interface.
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Sage Custom Keyboard



Data Model Representation - Working on Data and 

Knowledge representation tools built on rules, decision trees, 

instances, graphical models, neural networks, support vector 

machines and model ensembles.

Applied Maths and Algorithm Optimization - Applying 

indexing and search process that includes combinatorial 

optimization, convex optimization, constrained optimization and 

quadratic programming.

Evaluation & Optimization - Applying probability and 

statistical analysis for evaluating models. Techniques include 

prediction and recall, squared error, likelihood, posterior 

probability, cost, margin and entropy K-L divergence.

Learning Techniques - Applying the suitable learning 

techniques that include Supervised Learning (Inductive 

Learning), Unsupervised Learning with Clustering, 

Semi-Supervised Learning and Reinforcement Learning.

Distributed Computing - Applying clusters for big data 

processing using advanced cloud computing and distribution 

techniques.

Advance Signal Processing Techniques -Different types of 

problems need various solutions which are built using advance 

signal processing algorithms such as: Wavelets, Shearlets, 

Curvelets, Contourlets, Bandlets. 
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Machine Learning
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Alexa – The Voce interface of the Now!

Intuitive customer interaction 

Third party integration allows robust ecosystem

Utlilize Lex framework to extend functionalities onto mobile app

What can I
 do for You?

Machine Learning
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Fintech Solution


